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laws which are the basis of modem genetic^
Mendel uyv estimated inheritance in the garden pea
and published his results in 186,3 ^ e at the time
that Darwin s work vas bems widely discussed
However Mendel s important discovers were not
Oenenlb/ known until 1900 When he crossed a
pure breeding tall plant with i purp breedmT
dwart plant all the progeny were tall When
these plants were self pollin tied the nest genera
 a population and are not diluted or lost Al
though they may not be of importance when they
first appear they may be so if the selection pressure
changes and they become of sumvpl vnlue Thus
specific characters may change or diverge and
evolution wQl take place His investigations also
showed that recombination of factors could give
n c to plants with new characteristics By
cros-mg a pure bred tall plant having round eeeds
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tion con isted of approximately one qoarte-
dwarf plants and thret. quarters tal" I'rom this
•md sirmlir experiments llend"! deduced that the
factors passed from parents to offspring were
paired only one of the pair come from each parent
and that one could be dominant over the other
"When he dealt with two p^irs of characters t j
tall or dwvrf p'anta ind round or wrinkled seeds
he tound that they segregated and recombmed
independently and in predictable ratios
The importance of Mendel s work in relation to
evolution is that it showed that there was no
blending of the characters in the offspring
Mutations can be hidden as recessive characters in
 with, a dwrf plint having -wrinkled seeds he pro
ducecl in the ~e"ond generation some tall plant-?
- jtt vrmLJed seeds acd dwarf plants with round
s°i.ds When a larse number of characters are
involve J it is obvious that considerable variation
and recombination occura upon which natural
selection can work
Mendel vas fortunate in his choice o* expen
mental material with its easily recogiusablu con
trusting characters It is now known that his
factors are the genes earned by the chromo
somes in the nucleus of the cell At the present
tune the biochemical b^sis of heredity is being vig
orously investigated See F31
V    SCIENCES OF MAN
A biologist interested m classification might
supplement the account of the animal kingdom in
Part I\ with the foEowing further description of
Man
Man is a member of the order of Primates
which is sub divided into two sub orders
Prosimii and Anthropoidea The Prosimil
include the lemurs and the Tarsier the
Anthropoidea include the monkeys the apeo
and man The anthropoid apes form a
family called Pongidae and the extinct and
Imng forms of man together constitute the
family Hominidae Although these two
families constitute one superfamfly the
Hommoidea there are many differences
between them in both body form and func
tion Apes progress by over arm swinging
m trees and they are usually quadrupedal on
the ground homimds habitually stand and
•walk upright
But human beings have many remarkable attn
butes and. it is not surprising therefore that besides
biologists scientists of many kinds contribute to
the study of man Even anthropology which
literally means the study of man is not a single
•well denned science but has become diversified
into a number of parts which have complicated
connections with biology archaeology sociology
history psychology and many other studies.
Physical anthropology with -which we shall deal
first is much concerned with the description of
those physical characteristics of man wnich.
distinguish, race, from race and man from fl.TiiTvm.lR
Such a study is Important if we are to learn how
man evolved To describe physical characteristics
quantitatively suitable measurements must be
made i e we must have techniques of anthropo
inetry (man measurement) Physical measure
ment of the body cannot however exhaust the
study of man and therefore we shall also look at
some of the current ideas of social anthropology
which ia one of a number of disciplines concerned
 with the study ot man in society There we shall
&top not of course because there are no further
aspects to consider Psychology with its many
different approaches is the study of ramd and
something of the nature of mind and mental
development will be found in Section Q
PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
The Earliest Men and Their Dates
Fossil Primates
Some fossil forms are known both in the Eocene
and the Oligocene periods (F44) However
during the Miocene period in East Africa many
varieties of Primates appeared probably as a
direct result of major climatic fluctuations in the
area These Miocene primates possessed attri
butes later to be more fully developed either
among the Pongids or among the Hominids
Thus Proconsul i common form in Miocene East
Africa, was less specialised in locomotion and m
cranial detail than, are the apes of today During
the Miocene some of these East African primates
left the trees and learned to walk upright gradn
ally adapting their pelvic and leg bones to an
erect posture By freeing the arms and hand this
opened the way to tool using and eventually to
tool making also
Man's Distinctive Attributes
Man has been variously defined as a large
brained hommid, as a bipedal hominid and also as
a maker of tools to a set and regular pattern.
These criteria imply both morphological and
functional attributes In tracing man s ancestry
we do not find all of these characteristics appearing
simultaneously The further back in tune we
proceed, the fewer of these attributes are recog-
nisable Bipedahsm is an early feature the other
attributes -were to follow later

